[Coherent analysis of the electrical activity of the rabbit brain during the formation of a motor polarization dominant].
By the method of spectral-coherent analysis the dynamics was studied of successive changes in the structure the rabbit brain electrical activity coherent relations in the process of formation of motor polarization dominant created by DC anode action on the sensorimotor cortical region. It has been shown that at earlier stages, when the motor "dominant" reaction is absent, there appears an interhemispheric asymmetry in Coh spectra of electrical activity of the sensorimotor cortex and of the thalamus VPL. On the contrary, interhemispheric asymmetry in Coh spectra of electrical activity of the sensorimotor cortex and dorsal hippocampus CA3 field appears only at the stage when the motor "dominant" reaction is recorded. Asymmetry in alpha- and beta-frequencies ranges in biopotentials Coh spectra of the studied regions coinciding with the motor "dominant" reaction realization is connected with processes of movement organization.